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ABSTRACT: This paper offers seven issues and
specific challenges for researchers and developers of
human-computer interaction. These issues are: interac-
tion styles, input techniques, output organization,
response time, error handling, individual differences,
explanatory and predictive theories.

INTRODUCTION

One sign of the maturity of a scientific discipline is
research community agreement on the central issues.
This paper is meant to stimulate discussion of the cen-
tral issues in human-computer interaction and thereby
draw researchers together to engage in heated debates,
vigorous research, and creative theories. The goal is to
build elegant interactive systems that elicit enthusiasm,
convey clarity, promote predictability, and build com-
petence and confidence, while ensuring short learning
times, rapid performance of tasks, low error rates, and
ease of retention over time.

(

Successful research and development in the area of
human-computer interaction will yield effective electronic
mail systems, appealing word processors, attractive infor-
mation retrieval services, error-free manufacturing sys-
tems, safe air traffic control, rapid hotel reservations sys-
tems, stimulating educational software, helpful expert
systems, enjoyable art and music systems, and more.

The title was meant to be playful while conveying the
intent of this paper. It also emphasizes the vital role
understanding human cognitive and perceptual abilities
plays in design of human-computer interactions. The
following list of central issues is a personal one; it cannot
cover every worthy issue. I invite thoughtful disagree-
ments, extensions, amendments, and alterations. Cer-
tainly this list will need revision over time, but I hope it
provides a timely moment of inspiration for students and
fellow researchers.
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Each issue invites a lifetime of effort and a book-length
survey. The brief descriptions, references, and challenges
are meant as a guide to those who seek research topics.

ISSUE 1. INTERACTION STYLES,
INCLUDING DIRECT MANIPULATION:
WHAT IS NATURAL?

There are five primary interaction styles:

- Menu selection: users are presented with a brief list of
items using familiar terminology. They can conveniently
choose the most appropriate item by pointing, typing, or
speaking. The hope is that this structured approach
enables users to accomplish their tasks with little or no
training (Shneiderman, 19S6a).

Challenge 1.1: Develop an automated menu
evaluation tool that takes a menu system descrip-
tion and predicts user performance measures: learn-
ing time, speed of use as a function of hours of
usage, errors, and subjective satisfaction. The
development of such a tool requires a deeper under-
standing of the cognitive processes in dealing with
menus in a tree or other structure, and the ease-of-
use of menu selection mechanisms (typing a letter or
number, pointing with a mouse, pressing function
keys, or moving a cursor).

- Form fill-in: when data entry is the primary goal, form
fill-in offers a familiar context for entry of data with only
modest training.

Challenge 1.2: Measure user behavior with form
fill-in systems and determine the importance of
screen layout parameters such as grouping related
items, use of highlighting techniques, alignment (left
or right justification of labels and values), con-
sistency across screens, and multi-screen vs. single
screen layouts.

- Command languages: are attractive when sufficient
learning time is available and frequent use is anticipated.
Other conditions for appropriate use of command
languages are that users are knowledgeable about the
task domain and computer concepts, screen space is at a
premium, response time and display rates are slow,
numerous actions can be combined in many ways, and
macro definition is desired (Shneiderman, 198Gb).

Challenge 1.3: Structure and meaningfulness have
consistently been demonstrated to be helpful in
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learning and using command languages, yet we have
inadequate measures of these criteria (Carroll, 1982;
Grudin & Barnard, 1984). Is it possible to develop
validated measures of structure and meaningfulness?
Are there guidelines for designers of command
languages?

Even when suggested improvements are demonstrated to
be effective in shortening time learning, speeding perfor-
mance, or reducing error rates, there is tremendous resis-
tance to change, especially by the most knowledgeable
and experienced users.

Challenge 1.4: Can a commonly used command
language be measurably improved and can users be
won over to the revised system? What helps old
dogs to learn new tricks?

- Natural language: interaction by natural language dia-
log is seen as the "ultimately desirable" style by many
researchers. However, the lack of guidance or context for
novices, the potential for more typing or speaking, and
the complexity and uncertainty of "clarification dialog"
raise doubts about the merits of this style when com-
pared with menu selection or a precise concise command
language (Shneiderman, 1980). Natural language
interaction (NLI) may be most suitable when users are
knowledgeable about a task domain whose horizon is
limited and where intermittent use inhibits command
language training. Wishful thinking cannot replace
scientific evaluation of the conditions under which NLI is
advantageous.

Natural language parsing techniques are applicable to
information search in large textual databases. Natural
language output generated from structured data is used
in medical, psychological, and business applications.
These are both important techniques, but they are not
NLI. A clearer definition of what is meant by natural
language interaction would help to focus research efforts;
for example, predicate calculus or musical notation are
quite natural to some people, but they are not the basis
of NLI.

We might ask: How natural is natural? What are the
criteria for success of a natural language system? Is an
NLI system successful if users can get 95% recognition
rates with vocabularies of 4000 words after an hour's
training and four hours of usage?

Challenge 1.5: Comparisons with other interaction
styles have not yet demonstrated an advantage for
NLI (Hauptmann & Green, 1983; Jarke et aI., 1985).
Design software for a a specific user community and
set of tasks and conduct empirical tests in competi-
tion with other interaction styles to demonstrate the
merits of NLI. This may sharpen understanding of
the conditions under which NLI is useful.

- Direct manipulation: users are often attracted to sys-
tems which offer a visual representation of the task-
domain objects and actions. The display taps the users'
knowledge and analogical reasoning skills. The actions

lor accomplishing tasks require selection by pointing
instead of typing and are rapid, incremental, and reversi-
ble (Shneiderman, 1983a). Examples include display edi-
tors, video g-ames, air traffic control, and spreadsheets.

The term direct manipulation is descriptive, but impre-
cise. Empirical studies are necessary to sharpen the
definition, identify the components, measure the benefits,
determine appropriate applications and users, and refine
design guidelines.

Challenge 1.6: Design a direct manipulation sys-
tem for a common command language and evaluate
the relative merits of each. The DMDOS (Direct
Manipulation Disk Operating System) package
attempts to replace the commands in MS-DOS with
cursor motions and button clicks (Iseki & Shneider-
man, 1985). While many observers feel that
DMDOS is an improvement, controlled experiments
and field tests are necessary.

Many examples of direct manipulation exist, but there
are fewer examples of direct manipulation programming
in which users can create new objects, or actions.

Challenge 1.7: Create a direct manipulation pro-
gramming environment for creating direct manipula-
tion systems.

ISSUE 2. INPUT TECHNIQUES:
PUTTING INTENTION INTO ACTION

The primary input technique has been typing on a key-
board, but this is giving way to novel pointing devices.
The profusion of novel input devices is overwhelming
and designers are rapidly discovering imaginative ways
to apply them appropriately. Naive comparisons
between the mouse, trackball, touchscreen, joystick,
graphics tablet, and light pen are giving way to thought-
ful analyses of when to employ a specific device and how
to redesign the software to match the attributes of an
input device (Foley et aI., 1984). Those who argue about
the overall superiority of one device have a limited and
archaic view.

Challenge 2.1: Develop guidelines for the choice of
one device over another for a specific task and user
community. Demonstrate the efficacy of the guide-
lines in empirical tests. Show how the right device
can speed performance or reduce error rates by an
order of magnitude in a realistic situation.

Keyboard input is necessary in many applications, such
as word processing. The contemporary QWERTY key-
board can be improved upon by physical redesign
(Nakaseko et aI., 1985) or by different letter layouts.
The piano keyboard is an impressive input device that
allows several simultaneous finger presses and is respon-
sive to different pressures and durations. It seems that
there is potential for higher interaction rates with novel
devices. Task-specific input devices are the most attrac-
tive possibility; for example, consider designing a special
keyboard for typing PASCAL programs or chemical
equations.

Challenge 2.2: Design an improved keyboard for a
specific task that provides sufficient benefits to
entice users to convert.

Discrete word speech input offers advantages in special
situations. Designers are moving ahead to discover these
situations: hands occupied, eyes busy, mobility required,
hostile environments, etc. Many opportunities exist for
telephone-based speech interaction. Studies have not
shown speech input to be advantageous when compared
with keyboard for cursor motion and text editing
commmands (Murray, et aI., 1983; Morrison et aI., 1984).
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Challenge 2.3: Find applications in which discrete
word speech input is a winner. Document its advan-
tages over other input devices.

ISSUE 3. OUTPUT ORGANIZATION:
CREATING MEANINGFUL PATTERNS

Graphic designers speak about visual literacy, but
current screen designs are often chaotic (Marcus, 19S3).
Guidelines abound (Brown, 19S6; Smith, 19S4; Galitz,
19S1) and improvement is apparent, but tools are neces-
sary to aid designers in developing and evaluating screen
layouts.

Questions abound:

- How should windows be used? The current crop of
window managers focuses on the computer-related issues
of window placement, movement, reshaping, overlap,
and deletion. The second generation will certainly deal
with the automatic placement and sizing of windows.
For many applications, window actions should be
automatic results of user activity in the task domain; for
example, when a programmer places the cursor on a vari-
able name, the declaration should automatically appear
in a nearby window whose size just matches the declara-
tion.

- How may the possibilities of highlighting be best
employed? Older screens with all capital letters are giv-
ing way to flexible displays with multiple fonts, boldfac-
ing, italics, varying font sizes, underscoring, reverse
video, blinking, and color.

- When is color helpful? Color coding can speed recogni-
tion, but it can also lead to the confusion of lively but
unreadable displays. Color use should be conservative
and supportive of the user's tasks (Robertson, 19S0;
Durrett and Trezona, 19S2).

- How do designers ensure consistency? In spite of the
best intentions of designers and programmers, screen lay-
outs, abbreviations, terminology, and highlighting are
often inconsistent and misleading. Can there be a nota-
tion to describe screen layouts that leads to guaranteed
consistency?

Challenge 3.1: Take contemporary screen designs
and change them according to a set of explicit
guidelines. Then demonstrate a fifty percent reduc-
tion in task performance times and error rates, and
a statistically significant increase in subjective satis-
faction.

Challenge 3.2: Develop an automated evaluator of
screen layouts that produces a series of quality
metrics (Tullis, 19S4). This tool should be able to
offer suggestions for improved designs.

ISSUE 4. RESPONSE TIME:
ARE SPEED LIMITS HELPFUL!

In most situations, most users prefer faster response
times and perform tasks more rapidly (Shneiderman,
19S4a). Some designers claim remarkable speed-ups as
the response time drops below one second, but these
results are poorly documented (Thadhani, 19S1; Lam-
bert, 1984). The results of many researchers are

consistent in demonstrating that users pick up the pace
of the interaction, that is, there is a strong correlation
between system response time and user think time.
However, the change in work style as a function of
response time has not been adequately measured.
Grossberg et al. (1976) found that with slow response
times users used fewer commands and made fewer errors,
but this study used only four subjects on a specialized
computational task.

Challenge 4.1: Collect data about the changing
profile of actions as a function of response time. Do
users make more or fewer errors as the response
time shortens? There is evidence from from a busi-
ness decision-making situation that the error curve
is U-shaped with respect to response time (Barber &
Lucas, 19S3), but does this apply to other tasks? Is
there support for the conjecture that the bottom of
the U-curve approaches zero as the cognitive com-
plexity declines? Do users issue fewer commands if
the response time increases?

For years managers and designers have argued about the
impact of response time variability. The evidence is
mixed with many non-significant results and a few
suggestions that variability has a mild negative impact
on user performance and satisfaction. Unexpectedly long
or short delays distract the user, but modest variability
(within 20% of the mean) appears to have only minor
impact.

Challenge 4.2: Study the impact of variability
within a single session as well as the impact of
changes over a week or longer. Detect the different
profile of usage as a function of small or large varia-
bility. Do users who experience large variability
become more frustrated? Do they avoid certain
commands that they fear will generate a particularly
long response time?

Anecdotal evidence suggests that as users pick up the
pace of the system and work more quickly, they may
make more errors, become more frustrated, and have
elevated blood pressure or other signs of anxious
behavior (Brod, 1984). Turner (19S4) reports that after
a substantial reduction in response time, users experience
symptoms of job burnout.

Challenge 4.3: Study users in professional settings
to determine if faster response time leads to
increased error rates, blood pressure, anxiety, or dis-
satisfaction.

ISSUE 5. ERROR HANDLING:
PREVENTING USER ERRORS

The frustration of using computers is apparent in the
results of user surveys and in satiric cartoons from daily
newspapers. Violent messages such as FATAL ERROR,
RUN ABORTED, may have been acceptable in the
rough-and-tumble pioneering days of computing, but by
now novice and expert users expect more specific and
constructive guidance. Instead of ILLEGAL ENTRY
users expect to see MONTHS RANGE FROM 1 TO 12.
Instead of ERROR 637-02 WRITE FAILURE AT HEX
ADDRESS OA42E users expect DISK FULL: MAKE
FREE SPACE OR USE ANOTHER DISK. Such
changes not only raise user satisfaction and speed error
correction, but they result in fewer errors because the
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user learns more about the system (Shneiderman, 1983b;
Dean, 1982). Fortunately, there is widespread sympathy
for this issue and changes are apparent in contemporary
systems (Is a et aI., 1983). Designers are putting error
messages in a single file to make them available for
evaluation, to enable review for consistent terminology
and style, to allow easy revision, and to permit monitor-
ing the frequency of occurrence of each error. When the
ten most frequent errors are identified efforts can be
focussed on revising manuals, improving training, rewrit-
ing messages, or altering commands.

Improvements in error messages are easy to make and
provide measurable benefits to users. However, bigger
gains can be achieved by preventing errors. Just as
automobile transmissions prevent the driver from going
into reverse while the car is moving forward, future sys-
tems will prevent many errors from occurring. Video
games already provide rich functionality while avoiding
the need for error messages, and designers are discover-
ing the ways to prevent errors in office automation, edu-
cational, and commercial applications (Shneiderman,
1984b). Syntax-directed editors offer programming
language grammar templates that make it impossible to
enter syntactically incorrect programs. Early versions
may have been clumsy, but techniques are improving
daily. The old-fashioned word processors with hundreds
of esoteric format commands are giving way to direct
manipulation display editors where what you see is what
you get (WYSIWYG). Command languages with com-
plex and confusing syntax are yielding to pull-down
menus. Typing awkward strings of text is being replaced
with selection by pointing.

Challenge 5.1: Identify the strategies by which the
number of error conditions and messages can be
reduced (Norman, 1983). Apply them to a widely
used office automation system to cut the rate of
errors by an order of magnitude. Apply them to a
life critical system such as air traffic or nuclear reac-
tor control to cut the rate of errors by a factor of
two.

ISSUE 6. INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES:
BEYOND EGO-CENTRISM

In the early days of computer systems, programmers
developed applications for themselves and their col-
leagues with a similar background and orientation.
Now, designers produce interactive systems for users
with very different skills from their own. Therefore,
introspection is no longer a sufficient guide to designers.
Testing with actual users becomes necessary. Pilot, pro-
totype, and acceptance tests often produce surprising
results because of the vast and difficult to predict
differences among user communities.

Sophisticated designers recognize that detailed user
profiles can be a tremendous asset, but researchers,
designers, and managers are still groping for a suitable
surveyor test instrument to discriminate among users.
Still more fuzzy are the design guidelines to support indi-
.viduals with differing:

- gender
- age
- education
- ethnic background
- cultural heritage
- linguistic background
- cognitive styles
- learning styles
- personality styles;"

Differences between men and women emerge in studies 0:
educational (Fulton, 1985) and video games. Males ars
attracted to the more violent shooting games, while he
women prefer Pacman. One female observer of Pacma::.
noted the amusing chewing action and soundtrack an'
labeled it " oral agressive." Another women appreciated
the pursuit of closure and completion in cleaning the
screen of dots. Are these beliefs shared by others:
Could designers develop strategies for determining the
metaphorical preferences of specific user communities? 1:=
it true that women are more interested in relationshij
with people, while men are more object oriented?
Understanding gender differences and preferences has
tremendous commercial potential.

Challenge 6.1: Create a video game that is more
attractive to women than to men.

The computer is potentially a great gift to people over
65 who might seek intellectual stimulation, communica-
tion with others by electronic mail and bulletin boards.
information resources, and creative opportunities thaz
are not physically demanding. However, very few appli-
cations have been developed for older people.

Challenge 6.2: Create a software package that is
attractive to people who are over 65 years old.

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator is an increasingly
popular test that helps identify individual preferences
along.four dimensions (Myers & Myers, 1980):

- extroversion vs. introversion
- sensing vs. intuition
- thinking vs. feeling
- judgment vs. perception

Correlations of personality type with occupation have
been extensively studied and evidence of linkage with
computer usage is emerging. Personality mismatches
between designers and users are being identified as a
source of information system failures (Levitan & Willis,
1985).

Challenge 6.3: Find correlations between personal-
ity types and design guidelines; for example, do
intuitive types perform better with shallow or deep
menu structures? Do intuitive types prefer pointing
devices more than sensing types? Do perceptive
types prefer overlapping menus while judging types
prefer tiled windows?

A key difference among users is their knowledge and
experience with computer systems. Users who have over-
come their anxiety about using computers are likely to
have more positive expectations and a framework for
acquiring knowledge. The experienced user can rapidly
acquire many details by recognizing similarities with pre-
viously learned systems. As users gain experience with
an interactive system they work more rapidly and may
explore an increasing subset of the features. Expert fre-
quent users expect rapid performance, need less informa-
tive feedback, can work with denser, more coded
displays, create larger operation chunks, and seek to
redefine the commands in the system to more closely suit
their task needs.

Challenge 6.4: Follow the progress of users from
novice to expert, measuring user think times, cap-
turing error rates, and recording profiles of com-
mand usage over time.
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Challenge 6.5: Develop strategies for supporting
multiple levels of proficiency in one system. Candi-
dates include level-structured training, user control
of screen display density, user control of system
response time and display rate, hidden commands,
and user definition of macros.

ISSUE 7. EXPLANATORY AND PREDICTIVE
THEORIES: PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY AND
GENERATIVE GUIDELINES

No issue is more important for the long-term health of
human-computer interaction research than the develop-
ment of a sturdy theoretical foundation. Theories form
the basis for research, teaching, and constructive guide-
lines for developers. No single theory will encompass all
topics. Grand theories will help shape thinking and
smaller focussed theories will be predictive over narrow
domains.

Several researchers have proposed multi-level theories to
guide designers, researchers, authors of instructional
manuals, trainers, and users (Foley & Van Dam, 1982;
Norman, 1984). The syntactic/semantic model, origi-
nally developed to describe programmer behavior
(Shneiderman & Mayer, 1979) has been refined to
describe the knowledge necessary for human-computer
interaction (Shneiderman, 1986b).

Users use computer systems because they have a task to
accomplish, for example, writing a scientific paper,
managing a stock portfolio, or controlling air traffic.
They must have knowledge of the semantics of the task
domain: the objects and the actions (Figure 1). For a
stock portfolio the objects include the stocks, transaction
records, graphs of price over time, etc. The actions
include buying and selling stocks, posting information,
tallying profits, printing summaries, etc. In addition, the
users must acquire knowledge about the semantics of the
computer domain. The objects may include files, direc-
tories, disk space, or printers. The actions include open-
ing or closing a file, copying and printing results, permis-
sible computations, etc. Semantic knowledge is mean-
ingfully acquired by example, analogy, and explanation.
Semantic knowledge can be related to familiar concepts
and tends to be durable in memory.

Finally, the users must acquire the device-dependent
syntactic details such as which key to press to delete a
character, which icon to select to close a file, and which
command string to type to print a graph. Since syntac-
tic knowledge is often arbitrary it must be rote memor-
ized and is easily forgotten unless frequently rehearsed.
The syntactic knowledge in the stock portfolio example
might be the GRP and SAV commands for drawing a
graph and saving the portfolio on disk.

The syntactic/semantic model and the other multi-level
models have a lot in common. These models are descrip-
tive or explanatory, providing guidance for designers or
researchers. They are a framework for analyzing system,
rather than a precise predictive models.

ACTION OBJECT ACTION OBJECT

TASK COMPUTER

SEMANTIC SYNTACTIC

Figure 1. A representation of knowledge in long-term memory required for
interactive systemsusers
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Challenge 7.1: Starting with a multi-level model,
develop a design process and notation that records
the specifications for the system. Then use this
notation to generate the actual system (Jacob, 1985;
Wasserman, 1985; Yunten & Hartson, 1985).

Challenge 7.2: For one application domain and
user community, develop a predictive theory to
determine learning time, speed of performance, rate
of errors, subjective satisfaction, or retention over
time for alternative designs before they are built
(Polson & Kieras, 1985; Card, Moran, and Newell,
1983).

CONCLUSION

These seven issues and multiple challenges are just a
beginning. There are many other issues that call out for
attention, including:

1) Training manuals, reference manuals, online help, and
online tutorials.

2) Interface evaluation techniques: informal observation,
thinking aloud strategies, controlled experiments, written
or online questionnaires.

3) Specification methods and notations.

4) Dialog Management Systems, also called User Inter-
face Management Systems.

With maturity comes responsibility. As researchers and
developers we must complement technical excellence
with a genuine concern for the impact that interactive
systems have on the lives of individuals and the direction
of society. Other professionals and the general public
will most appreciate our eforts if we also consider
broader issues. We must be alert to the dangers of alie-
nation, not only for teenage videogame players, but also
adults who become obsessed with the computer and
ignore personal relationships. We should be aware of
subtle design decisions that make usage more difficult for
people with physical or mental disabilities or for indivi-
duals from different cultures. We should recognize that
computer access for those with power, knowledge, or
wealth may create a situation in which the disadvan-
taged become further disadvantaged. We can design sys-
tems that reduce the dangers of invasion of privacy,
increase democratic participation, and elevate the sense
of self-worth for the user.

Marshall McLuhan pointed out that the medium is the
message. When designers build interactive systems they
are sending a message to the users. The message has
often been a harsh or nasty one, but it can be a message
that communicates caring, respect, and quality - let's do
it.

These are exciting days for researchers and developers of
human-computer interaction systems. But the best is
yet to come!
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